
Opening Prayer 

Lord, make us a reflection of your love. Call us into new places of service and growth. Fill us with 

courage to open doors a bit wider and reach out still further than we are comfortable. Strengthen our 

communities to bear love into difficult situations and find common concern with those we often overlook. 

Teach our hearts to seek out those whom we push to the margins of our lives, our congregations and our 

communities. Help us become more Christ-like this day. Amen. 

Scripture: Matthew 25:31–46 
● Have someone read scripture passages aloud..

● Allow time for silence to read on your own. Highlight key words, phrases, images that speak to you.

● Take a few moments to share those with a partner or with the entire group.

Background 
In Matthew 25:31–46, we find the apocalyptic parable of sheep and goats. This portion comes at the end of 

Matthew’s eschatological movement and one of the last of Jesus’ great sermons. In this reading, the Son of 

Man answers the people who wonder what actions in their lives have given glory to God, while others are 

shown where they let opportunities pass by them. The feature that both groups share is unawareness. Neither 

the sheep nor the goats are aware that “the least of these” in need or distress is a proxy for the Son of Man. In 

both instances, the Son of Man does not identify with the groups but with the one needing care. The sheep are 

not rewarded for being nice to the sheep nor are the goats punished for their inattention to the other goats. The 

praise or condemnation is only in response to their approach with the “other.” 

The “other” is given as one who needs. The hungry need food, the thirsty need water, the stranger needs 

welcome, the naked need clothing, the sick need care, and the imprisoned need visiting. (vv.35 and 36) Jesus 

invites us to imagine his presence in these needs and enables us to be the one who meets these needs. And the 

list does not end here. Our communities have their own many and varied needs. Jesus is wrapped intimately in 

those needs as well. The congregation not only has the gifts needed to meet these needs but it must use them if 

we are to glimpse Christ in our community. 

Disciples who engage this story honestly are likely to find themselves caught somewhere between the sheep 

and the goats. This parable is not meant to grant certainty to any of Jesus’ disciples, but to make us watchful, 

attending carefully, faithfully, and creatively to Christ’s presence among the least of our brothers and sisters. 

Anything other than this ambivalent, risky, and uncertain existence is likely to yield something other than the 

full realization of God’s empire of the heavens. God’s empire belongs not to the self-proclaimed righteous ones, 

but to those who continually hunger and thirst for God’s righteousness, which leads not to certainty but to 

the cross.                                                                                                                                      —Stan Saunders 
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Reflect 
● Take a few moments to respond to the questions below. Share with one another as partners or the

whole group.

1. How does this reading inform our discussion on Outward Incarnation?

2. In what practices have we extended care for the other?

3. In what ways are we blind to or ignore the needs of others?

4. What needs would we add to the list that Jesus gives in the parable?

5. What practices can your congregation put in place to keep awareness and attentive to the needs

around you?

Closing Prayer 
● Allow individuals to name joys and concerns in their daily discipleship

● Offer prayers for your particular faith community focusing on the challenges, the hopes, and the

triumphs of serving and caring for others in Outward Incarnational Formation.

Additional Resources 
● Pohl, Christine. Making Room: Recovering Hospitality as a Christian Tradition. Grand Rapids,

Michigan: William B. Eerdmans, 1999.

● Pohl, Christine. Living into Community: Cultivating Practices that Sustain us. Grand Rapids,

Michigan: William B. Eerdmans, 2012.

● Koenig, John. New Testament Hospitality: Partnership with Strangers as Promise and Mission.

Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1985.

● Gerrish, B. A. Grace and Gratitude: The Eucharistic Theology of John Calvin. Minneapolis: 

Fortress Press, 1993.

● Jones, Gregory L. “Eucharistic Hospitality: Welcoming the Stranger into the Household of God,”

The Reformed Journal 39 no 3 (March 1989): 12–17

Additional Videos 
● Hospitality dreams: Ben Justus at TEDxCornellU https://youtu.be/_QkUQkn7dS0

● Radical Hospitality for the REST of Us https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fJ-ztamQa5Q

● Embrace Radical Hospitality | Grace Rodriguez | TEDxSantoDomingo https://youtu.be/

BoIrb7CdPgQ

● Amy Oden - Hospitality in the Christian Tradition https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=CkEnqgF6oFo

http://www.youtube.com/watch
http://www.youtube.com/


Suggestions for Age-Appropriate Praxis 

For children: Ask the children about what they need to feel safe and part of the family. 

In an age-appropriate way, you can discuss Maslow’s pyramid. For children, the 
distinctions between want and need can be loose. Help children to see that we 
need food to strengthen our bodies, clothing to keep us warm and welcoming 
care to make us feel like part of the church family. 

For youth: Explore the idea that Jesus is represented as the one needing care. Jesus is telling

us that we can be the answer to another person’s prayer. This might be a total 
role reversal for a young person. What is Jesus saying about us in this parable? 
In what ways are we able to be the one that cares for others? 

For younger adults: Focus on the idea of being a people intentionally outwardly incarnational. In

what ways do you feel emboldened by this text? What about this text gives you 
concern? How does our congregation make space for the needs of others? Who 
are the most vulnerable who are not being served? 

For seasoned adults: Spend time talking about what this parable has to say about salvation. What

about this text is “good news,” and what about it gives us pause? What are some 
of the excuses we use to stay blind to the needs of others? How have the needs 
of others changed over our lifetime? And how might the church learn from 
those changes? 

Suggested Engagement Opportunities to Further Explore 
● Serve at a local soup kitchen

● Invite police officers to join groups for coffee or a meal to find where they see need.

● Walk the communities around the church building (never know what you will see).

● Have conversation with local shelters, finding out their needs.

● Encourage a Sunday school class to study scriptures on hospitality.

● Begin a letter-writing group for people who are home-bound or lonely.




